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Abstract
Establishing a model of sexual assault reflecting psychosocial and behavioral characteristics of perpetrators of sexual killing and rape is necessary for development in risk assessment and intervention. Methodological variations in defining sexual killing have amalgamated serial and non-serial offenders and perpetrators with direct and indirect associations between killing and sexual arousal. This study defined sexual killing specifying that killing should be directly linked to sexual arousal, and sampled 48 sexual killers, operationalized to include only those engaging in post-mortem sexual interference, with one or two known female victims (non-serial), from prison service national (England and Wales) databases. These sexual killers were compared with 48 non-homicide, life or indeterminately sentenced sexual aggressors on psychological and crime scene characteristics. Contrary to previous research, fatal outcomes were associated with neither stranger victims nor weapon presence; sexual killing was characterized by severity of violence less so than non-fatal assault. Sexual killers more often reported problems with emotional loneliness, empathic concern, and
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Sexual abuse is not simply a form of physical abuse. The victim may experience a range of emotional and psychological effects, such as a sense of powerlessness and helplessness. The perpetrator often uses psychological manipulation to control the victim, and the abuse may continue even after the physical act has ceased. The psychological impact of sexual abuse can be long-lasting, affecting the victim’s self-esteem, relationships, and overall well-being.
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Sexual killing is an unclearly defined phenomenon within the area of homicide research (Kerr, Beech, & Murphy, 2013) and is not specified in law in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Germany where much of the research on sexual killing originates (Liem & Pridemore, 2012; Oliver, Beech, Fisher, & Beckett, 2007; Soothill & Francis, 2012). Perpetrators of sexual killings are typically charged with murder or manslaughter (Liem & Pridemore, 2012; Soothill & Francis, 2012), and researchers widely utilize the criteria outlined in the early work by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to classify a killing as sexual: “evidence or observations that indicate that the murder was sexual in nature” (Ressler, Burgess, & Douglas, 1988, p. 8).

Indications that a homicide was sexual in nature are complicated because psychologically meaningful evidence that may not be obviously indicative of a sexual element could be overlooked if consideration is only given to physical evidence (e.g., Beech, Fisher, & Ward, 2005). For example, in studies and reviews of the characteristics of sexual killing, strangulation is repeatedly found to be significantly associated with this type of crime (Beauregard & Martineau, 2013; Carter & Hollin, 2010; Häkkänen-Nyholm, Repo-Tiihonen, Lindberg, Salenins, & Weizmann-Henelius, 2009; Kraemer, Lord, & Heilbrun, 2004).

Incidences of sexual killing are relatively rare. In the United Kingdom, they are estimated at approximately 6% of all murders and manslaughters (Beech et al., 2005), and around 4% and 1% in Canada and the United States, respectively, equating to comparable annual rates of sexual killing per 100,000 people, given the much higher overall murder rates in the United States (Proulx, Cusson, & Beauregard, 2007). However, difficulties in identifying sexual killing (e.g., where sexual motivations remain concealed; Folino, 2000) and the availability and reliability of information in defining cases of sexual killing (Clarke & Carter, 2000; Schlesinger, 2007) mean that caution needs to be exercised in the interpretation of research (Maniglio, 2010).

Typologies and classifications of sexual killings have been put forward using different approaches depending on whether the focus of investigation was primarily concerned with criminal profiling, treatment and risk assessment, or theoretical advancement (Fisher & Beech, 2007). Clinical and statistical descriptions of sexual killing have differentiated between types of sexual killers, identifying prototypical features and a range of motivational drives (Beech et al., 2005; Clarke & Carter, 2000). Research has consistently indicated certain types of offenses within those labeled as sexual killing: sadistic, where absolute control or causing pain and suffering is central to the offense process; grievance driven or angry, in which sexual violence is not necessarily sexually motivated; and instrumental or other, in that the victim is killed in the...
commission of a sexual offense to be eliminated as a witness or dies subsequently to sexual assault as a result of injuries sustained (e.g., Chan & Heide, 2009; Fisher & Beech, 2007; Kerr et al., 2013).

In pursuit of a better understanding of perpetrators of sexual killing, scholars have searched for distinctive characteristics that demarcate these offenders from other types of sexual offenders. Research to determine whether sexual killers and sexual aggressors (specifically, perpetrators of rape or attempted rape) should be treated as two separate groups of sexual offenders has generally taken the approach of examining groups of sexual killers, and sometimes comparing them with sexual aggressors, on various background and developmental factors, personality characteristics, biological and neuropsychological markers, and offense and victim characteristics (e.g., Chéné & Cusson, 2007; Nicole & Proulx, 2007; Oliver et al., 2007; Proulx & Sauvêtre, 2007). Langevin, Ben-Aron, Wright, Marchese, and Handy (1988) reported that transvestism and early development of sadism distinguished their sexual killer and sexual aggressor samples. In a more recent study, Langevin (2003) further reported sadism, fetishism, and voyeurism as characteristics of sexual killers. Koch, Berner, Hill, and Briken (2011) found sexual sadism as well as sexual dysfunction and personality disorder to be associated with sexual killers more so than sexual aggressors. In an analysis of sadistic crime scene behaviors, Healey, Lussier, and Beauregard (2013) found that rapists and sexual killers differed, in that the sadistic behaviors of killers were more likely to involve mutilation, whereas for rapists it appeared that arousal was achieved through verbal aggression, with a greater occurrence of humiliation.

With some consistency across studies, pre-crime anger and social and emotional isolation appear to be significant in the lead up to offending for sexual killers differentially to sexual aggressors (Grubin, 1994; Milsom, Beech, & Webster, 2003). According to Grubin (1994), sexual killers may experience difficulty with appropriately expressing anger, which seems to be congruent with Chéné and Cusson’s (2007) finding that anger in the lead up to the offense, but not during the attack, predicted killing as opposed to a non-fatal sexual assault. Langevin et al. (1988) also found general lifestyle anger to be much more characteristic of sexual killers than sexual aggressors or non-sexual killers, although it should be noted that the sample of sexual aggressors in this study excluded cases where there had been physical violence. With regard to social and emotional isolation, impoverished peer relationships particularly during crucial developmental periods are commonly reported by sexual killers (Grubin, 1994; Milsom et al., 2003; Nicole & Proulx, 2007), with an emphasis on experiences suggesting rejection (perceived or actual) rather than internally attributed seclusion. This indicates that loneliness should be considered a possible precursor in the offense pathways of the perpetrators of this type of crime.

Aside from these points, overall there is little in the literature to determine whether there are strongly distinctive psychological characteristics for sexual killers and sexual aggressors. The view that the groups do not qualitatively differ is supported by Beech et al. (2005) who reported an absence of underlying schemas or worldviews that influence behavior unique to sexual killers. Furthermore, Salfati and Taylor (2006) compared the crime scene behaviors of sexual killers and sexual aggressors and found that
both types of offenses mapped onto a single thematic framework of controlling behaviors, victim exploitation, and violence, but intensely violent behaviors were associated more frequently with sexual killing than with rape. This could be seen as supporting conceptualizations of rape and sexual killing that suggest these to be variants of sexual aggression in which fatal outcomes are largely situational (Beauregard & Mieczkowski, 2012; Salfati & Taylor, 2006). Specifically, the presence of a weapon during a sexual assault appears to increase the likelihood of a fatal outcome (Chéné & Cusson, 2007; Mieczkowski & Beauregard, 2010). Based on these findings, it has been proposed that sexual aggressors and sexual killers should best be conceptualized as occurring along a single continuum of sexual offending, in which the level of circumstantial violence within an attack is the critical factor determining whether the outcome is fatal (Oliver et al., 2007; Proulx et al., 2007; Salfati & Taylor, 2006).

Of note with much of the research on sexual killing is that studies have tended to combine serial and non-serial killers (non-serial defined by Proulx et al., 2007, as killers of one or two victims without an emotional cool-off period; that is, two victims killed at the same time or closely together without opportunity for reflection differentiated from a “mass” killing in which several victims are killed in a single offense) within their sample of sexual killers. A systematic review by James and Proulx (2014) found sufficient differences between serial and non-serial sexual killers, suggesting that these groups should be studied separately and, in support of research attention focusing on non-serial killers, Campos and Cusson (2007) found that multiple victims are the exception rather than the norm among sexual killers. Furthermore, studies that do not include a control group should be interpreted cautiously in terms of comparability, as should the methods used to construct samples (Proulx et al., 2007), and previous researchers (Beauregard & Martineau, 2013; Carter & Hollin, 2010; Meloy, 2000) have highlighted limitations arising from small sample sizes and repetitive use of data.

Furthermore, despite the reasonably well-established angry and sadistic, and instrumental/other typologies, when making comparisons with non-homicide sexual aggressors, researchers almost invariably ignore these useful distinctions and design studies that categorize these perpetrators using the broad definitions encompassing all killings with a sexual element within a single group of sexual killers. However, the act of killing has a much different functional role depending on the particular type of offense. In some cases, there is a direct association between killing and sexual arousal. In other cases, killing is only indirectly linked to the sexual act, as in those examples of killing for elimination of the witness or the victim dies subsequently to a sexual assault perhaps even after the perpetrator has left the scene (Carter & Hollin, 2014). The approach of studying samples including any type of sexual killing fails to distinguish between these direct and indirect links between killing and sexual arousal. Arguably, where there is an indirect link these offenders might not be expected to meaningfully differ from sexual aggressors because of the apparently highly circumstantial nature of the killing. Addressing potential confounding effects of sampling is important for achieving a better understanding of sexual killers.

One approach may be to examine only sexual killers where there is a direct link between killing and sexual arousal by isolating a behavior that is highly unlikely to
occur in indirect cases. We propose that such a behavior could be post-mortem sexual interference, on the basis that this behavior could not occur without sexual arousal in the context of a killing. Post-mortem sexual interference offenders (PMSIOs) are defined by Carter, Mann, and Wakeling (2008) as sexual killers with one of the following characteristics:

The perpetrator disclosed that he had sexually assaulted the victim after killing them, there was evidence from a pathologist of post mortem sexual behavior, the perpetrator had disclosed post mortem sexual behavior, there was evidence of sex with an unconscious or dead victim or the perpetrator disclosed since conviction that they had sexually assaulted the victim after killing them. (p. 173)

As Carter et al. (2008) specified, PMSIOs are not necessarily necrophiles. Rather, although some PMSIOs may have necrophilic interests, necrophilia can be acted upon without perpetrating a killing, whereas in PMSIO a killing necessarily took place and sexual activity with an unconscious or dead victim occurred within a single psychological event (i.e., without an emotional cool-off period). For this reason, it could be said that there is a direct link between the act of killing and sexual arousal in these cases.

Clearly, post-mortem sexual interference is a proxy for the direct link that will result in a number of false negatives. Nonetheless, it may be a useful starting point, which does have some empirical support. Around half of those sexual killers driven by deviancy (i.e., more likely “direct” cases, as opposed to those driven primarily by anger, or those with purely instrumental reasons for killing subsequent to rape) engage in post-mortem sexual acts, and post-mortem mutilation occurs among deviancy-driven sexual killers more so than in other types of sexual killers (Stefanska, Carter, Higgs, Bishopp, & Beech, 2015).

Using this novel approach, the present study therefore aims to contribute to the theoretical understanding of the phenomenon of sexual killing, by comparing the crime scene and offender characteristics of a sample of PMSIOs with a sample of non-homicide sexual aggressors. Specifically, sexual aggressors where there was a history of sexual offending or an offense considered by the courts to warrant a more severe sanction, as this group of sexual aggressors are arguably the most relevant comparison group for the present study. That is, the groups could be considered comparable insofar as their offending is equally serious according to legal categorization. Furthermore, around a third of sexual killers have previous convictions for rape (Grubin, 1994; Oliver et al., 2007). Therefore, sampling sexual aggressors for comparison with sexual killers is problematic in that there is a reasonable probability that samples of sexual aggressors will contain offenders who will later perpetrate a sexual killing. By restricting the sample of sexual aggressors to include only those for whom there has already been maximum opportunity for their offending to escalate to sexual killing, there can be greater confidence that the sexual aggressor sample does not include perpetrators simply caught before they may have committed a sexual killing.
The specific research question was to investigate whether sexual killers and sexual aggressors operationalized as described differ on crime scene and offender characteristics. The aim of this was to establish whether there are differences that delineate sexual killers from sexual aggressors, which previous research has possibly failed to detect due to the key methodological issue identified with the operationalization of terms.

**Method**

**Design**

A descriptive and comparative study was undertaken using data from National Offender Management Service (NOMS) records, pertaining to the entire prison population of England and Wales.\(^1\) The study aimed to determine whether crime scene and offender characteristics differentiate between sexual killers (operationalized for the purposes of this study to only include PMSIOs) and non-homicide sexual aggressors of women (perpetrators of rape or attempted rape).

**Sample**

The sample included only non-serial killers (one or two victims; Proulx et al., 2007), with female victims aged 14 years or above. Restricting the sample based on these victim characteristics improved the validity of the study, by offering consistency with previous research (Carter & Hollin, 2010). A search of NOMS databases identified 918 offenders meeting these inclusion criteria, whose offenses were recorded as sexual killing using the criteria of a sexual element and/or sexual motivation that was evidenced, suspected, or admitted. These were cross-referenced with National Sex Offender Treatment Program (SOTP) databases to select only those who have attended the cognitive-behavioral SOTP in custody, and have thus completed treatment assessments and consented to the use of this information in national research conducted by the SOTP team. Referral to SOTP also ensured external validity to the sampling process, as a sexual element or motivation would necessarily have been identified from evidence gathered during the criminal investigation or subsequently disclosed by the offender. This yielded 220 cases, of which 70 were excluded because their psychometric data were substantially or entirely missing. The remaining 150 cases were checked against the Public Protection Unit Database (PPUD), which holds records such as pre-sentence legal reports and offense summaries, coroner’s reports, judges’ sentencing remarks, and prison file information. These records were used to establish whether post-mortem sexual interference had occurred. The definition of post-mortem sexual interference provided by Carter et al. (2008) was used. The post-mortem interference behaviors of the sexual killer group included one or both of the following: (a) sexual acts (i.e., any post-mortem sexual activity except mutilation) or (b) sexual mutilation (i.e., of genital areas, to exclude cases where the body was cut up only for disposal purposes or set fire to destroy evidence). Given that the purpose of restricting the
sample to include only these cases was not to study this behavior in itself but to increase the reliability of the sample as representative of cases where there was a direct link between sexual arousal and killing, cases were included if the victim was sexually assaulted so close to the time of death that it could not be certain that the victim was deceased when the sexual assault occurred, but there was evidence that they had, or were at least very likely to have lost consciousness. This screening process rendered a final sample of 48 cases of sexual killers who had engaged in post-mortem sexual interference.

The sample of sexual aggressors consisted of 48 men serving indeterminate prison sentences (imprisonment for life or imprisonment for public protection, release in both cases requiring approval from the Parole Board) for rape or attempted rape. These offenses carry indeterminate sentences depending on the severity of the index offense or due to a history of serious sexual offending. Therefore, the sample could be said to be a representative of sexual aggressors comparable with the sample of sexual killers in terms of the seriousness of their offending as recognized in law. That sexual aggressors in the present sample were serving indeterminate sentences indicates that they were likely to have previous sexual convictions (62.5% of the sexual aggressor sample had an offending history, including rape) but had not escalated in their offending from rape to sexual killing, increasing the validity of the sample. For further comparability with the sample of sexual killers, victims of the sexual aggressors were all adult females. All sexual aggressors serving an indeterminate sentence for offenses against adult female victims were identified from SOTP databases, and the dataset that was generated was used to case-by-case match against the sexual killers on their year of birth. Where an exact match was unavailable, the next closest match was accepted, so that there was no significant difference in the year of birth between the two samples, \( t(94) = -1.04, p = .30 \). All sexual killers and sexual aggressors included in the study were born between 1932 and 1981. Although the offenders’ age at the time of the index offense (the murder/manslaughter or rape/attempted rape for which they received their indeterminate sentence) was not considered an appropriate variable to include in the matching criteria because the groups did not commit the same type of offense, it should be noted that the Mann–Whitney \( U \) test showed that sexual killers were significantly younger at the time of the index offense (\( \text{Mdn} = 24, n = 48 \)) than sexual aggressors (\( \text{Mdn} = 36, n = 48 \)), \( U = 329, z = -6.04, p < .01, r = .62 \). According to PPUD information, the ethnicity of the samples was mostly White British; 93.8% (\( n = 45 \)) and 66.7% (\( n = 32 \)) for sexual killers and sexual aggressors, respectively. The remainder of the sample of sexual killers were Black (Caribbean, African, or other Black background; 2.1%, \( n = 1 \)), or other ethnicity (non-British White backgrounds, Mixed, Asian, or no ethnicity recorded; 4.2%, \( n = 2 \)). The remainder of the sample of sexual aggressors were Black; 16.7% (\( n = 8 \)), or other ethnicity; 16.7% (\( n = 8 \)).

**Procedure and Measures**

Modus operandi (criminal event and behavioral characteristics associated with the offending process) were collated from PPUD. Evidence for each variable was scored
dichotomously (0 = no, 1 = yes) and managed within a coding framework developed by the authors informed by previous research (Beauregard & Martineau, 2013; Salfati & Taylor, 2006). Stranger victim was defined as someone that the offender had not previously met nor conversed with and as such neither offender nor victim could have recognized the other 24 hours before the offense (Thornton, 2007). A blitz attack was defined to capture cases where the victim was immediately overpowered, as opposed to a “con” approach which involved the offender gaining the victim’s confidence and engineering a situation enabling them to offend, or a “situational” attack, meaning a consensual situation in which the victim was attacked perhaps following an argument, or having rejected sexual activity. Severity of violence aside from fatal injury was examined by analyzing the frequency of incidences of beating, multiple stab wounds, or other serious physical injuries (coded “high level of violence”). Precaution was defined by evidence that the perpetrator removed weapons from the crime scene or attempted to remove forensic evidence.

The first 10% of cases were blind coded by two of the authors with good strength of agreement (Cohen’s $\kappa = .86$). For sexual aggressors who may have committed multiple sexual assaults, evidence was coded relating to their most recent offense. This was to allow for any escalation or refinement that may occur in an offender’s behavioral pattern; the most recent case should be that during which the offender is performing an established pattern.

Cognitive and affective information was obtained from psychometric measures widely used in the assessment of sexual offenders because of their empirically established clinical relevance to sexual offenders’ treatment needs and associated risk of reconviction (Wakeling, Beech, & Freemantle, 2013). Data from assessments administered during initial SOTP group sessions were collated and included:

The Entitlement to Sex scale (Hanson, Gizzarelli, & Scott, 1994): A nine-item measure scored on a 5-point Likert-type scale. Higher scores indicate greater endorsement of attitudes indicating a belief in an absolute entitlement to sex. Rallings and Webster (2001) assessed the scale to have adequate internal consistency ($\alpha = .65$) and test–retest reliability ($r = .67$).

The Women are Deceitful scale has five items measuring beliefs that women are devious and manipulative (Offending Behavior Programmes Unit, 1995b). High scores (measured on a 5-point Likert-type scale) suggest endorsement of the aforementioned beliefs. The internal consistency is .79, and the test–retest reliability is .81, indicating good reliability (Rallings & Webster, 2001).

The Locus of Control questionnaire (Levenson, 1974) scores 18 items on a 5-point Likert-type scale. Scores range from 0 to 72; those greater than 40 indicate attribution of experiences to internal factors, whereas low scores suggest a tendency to believe that experiences are determined by external factors outside of the individual’s control. The measure has good internal consistency ($\alpha = .79$) and test–retest reliability ($r = .87$; Rallings & Webster, 2001).

The Revised Dissipation Rumination scale (Caprara, 1986; Wakeling & Barnett, 2011) measures a tendency to ruminate angrily and bear grudges, using 15 dichotomous (yes/no) responses. Scores range from 0 to 30 with high scores indicating greater
rumination. Wakeling and Barnett (2011) found the scale to have satisfactory internal consistency ($\alpha = .78$) and adequate test–retest reliability ($r = .64$).

Openness to Men and Women scales (Underhill, Wakeling, Mann, & Webster, 2008) are each nine items, with responses on a 5-point Likert-type scale. Aptitude for establishing emotionally intimate relationships with men and women is reflected in high scores. The scales have good internal consistency at .85 and .86, respectively, and satisfactory test–retest reliability at .86 and .81, respectively (Underhill et al., 2008).

The Self-Esteem scale (Webster, Mann, Thornton, & Wakeling, 2007) measures general self-esteem using eight dichotomous (yes/no) items, with good internal consistency ($\alpha = .84$) and test–retest reliability ($r = .90$; Webster et al., 2007).

The University of California Los Angeles Loneliness scale (UCLA; Russell, Peplau, & Cutrona, 1980) is a 19-item measure, on a 4-point Likert-type scale. Items assess the extent to which respondents believe that they have meaningful relationships, have people close to them, or are lonely. Higher scores suggest fewer close, meaningful relationships and greater loneliness. The internal consistency of the UCLA is .95, and the test–retest reliability is .79 (Rallings & Webster, 2001).

The Impulsivity scale (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1978) has 13 items measuring tendency to act without thinking about long-term consequences. Rallings and Webster (2001) found the scale to have good internal consistency ($\alpha = .84$) and test–retest reliability ($r = .79$).

The interpersonal reactivity index (Davis, 1980) measures the cognitive and emotional components of empathy using a 5-point Likert-type scale, with separately scored subscales. Items measuring empathic concern (warmth, compassion, and concern for those in trouble or distress) have satisfactory internal consistency ($\alpha = .72$) and test–retest reliability ($r = .79$); the internal consistency of the perspective taking subscale (which measures ability to see the point of view of others) is .72 with test–retest reliability of .81; and the Personal Distress subscale (high scores indicate difficulty coping with the distress of others) has internal consistency of .74 and test–rest reliability of .74 (Rallings & Webster, 2001).

The Rape Myths scale (Offending Behavior Programmes Unit, 1995a) has 17 items, with high scores suggesting acceptance of justifications for rape. The scale has good psychometric properties ($\alpha = .83$; $r = .85$; Rallings & Webster, 2001).

**Analytical Strategy**

The first stage of the analysis looked at the modus operandi of sexual killers and sexual aggressors, to determine whether there are patterns of behavior more strongly associated with either group. The method used to kill the victim represents an important feature of the modus operandi of sexual killers; however, there can be no comparison with the modus operandi of sexual aggressors on these variables. Therefore, frequencies of the fatal injuries inflicted by sexual killers and the post-mortem interference behaviors recorded were calculated to describe the offense characteristics of the sample, before the remaining modus operandi variables were compared with those of the sexual aggressors, using chi-square tests for independence.
The psychometric data were collated and data distributions were analyzed for each sample independently, accepting data with skew and kurtosis $z$ scores < 1.96 as normally distributed. Logarithm transformations were performed for data violating normality assumptions; however, this did not improve skewness sufficiently, therefore in these instances non-parametric tests were used on the untransformed data. The groups were compared using independent-samples $t$ tests and Mann–Whitney $U$ tests.

Finally, to understand not only whether the groups differed in terms of how extreme their scores were on psychometric measures, it was also considered useful to determine whether particular areas were more commonly problematic among either group. Scores were therefore normalized against the means and standard deviations for each scale taken from a control sample of untreated, low-risk (as measured by the RM2000; Thornton, 2007) sexual offenders drawn from SOTP databases. Scores greater or lesser (depending on the measurement direction of the scale) than the control sample by 1 standard deviation were recoded to create dichotomous “problem” or “no problem” scores. Chi-square tests of independence were carried out for each scale.

**Results**

The results of the first stage of the analysis looking at the frequencies of fatal injuries inflicted by sexual killers and the post-mortem interference behaviors that these perpetrators engaged in are presented in Table 1. Full profiles of the modus operandi variables that were analyzed for sexual killers and sexual aggressors are presented in Table 2. Results are significant at $p < .003$ applying a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple tests; however as this may overinflate the risk of Type II error (Perneger, 1998), results are presented assuming a conventional alpha level of .05. The phi coefficient was used as a measure of effect size for 2 by 2 tables. For larger cross-tabulations, Cramer’s $V$ is reported.
Some similarities and differences are noteworthy in the modus operandi of sexual killers and sexual aggressors. Victims were aged between 14 and 87 years, with no significant difference in the age of the victims of sexual killers ($Mdn = 28, n = 48$) and sexual aggressors ($Mdn = 25, n = 42$), $U = 841.5, z = -1.35, p = .18, r = .14$. Sexual aggressors were more likely than sexual killers to target a stranger victim, $\chi^2(1, N = 96) = 7.05, p = .008, \phi = .27$. Furthermore, the variable “high level of violence” showed that the assaults endured by the rape victims were more violent than those suffered by the victims of the sexual killers, $\chi^2(1, N = 96) = 5.23, p = .02, \phi = .23$. Sexual killers sexually assaulted their victims vaginally with lower...
frequency than did sexual aggressors, $\chi^2(1, N = 96) = 9.14$, $p = .003$, phi = .31. Few cases of biting were found among either group, whereas humiliating acts were evident more frequently among rapists than among sexual killers, $\chi^2(1, N = 96) = 22.00$, $p < .001$, phi = .48. Sexual killers took more precautions than sexual aggressors to avoid detection, $\chi^2(1, N = 96) = 26.14$, $p < .001$, phi = .52. A small number of both groups engaged in other psychologically meaningful acts. For example, the sexual killers arranged the body in a deliberate way, set fire to the body with a suggestion that this was functionally significant rather than purely to destroy evidence, or re-dressed the body before leaving the scene. The sexual aggressors held the victim captive for extended periods or attempted reconciliatory acts such as helping the victim home, $\chi^2(1, N = 96) = 1.20$, $p = .27$, phi = .11.

The analysis of psychometric data found significant differences in scores for emotional loneliness and empathic concern. Sexual killers’ emotional loneliness scores ($M = 50.94$, $SD = 13.54$) were higher than sexual aggressors’ ($M = 40.51$, $SD = 13.25$), $t(83) = 3.6$, $p < .01$, with a large effect size in the difference in these scores ($\eta^2 = .14$). A small effect was found in differences in empathic concern scores, with sexual killers’ scores ($Mdn = 19$, $n = 47$) being lower than sexual aggressors’ ($Mdn = 21$, $n = 48$), $U = 775.5$, $z = −2.63$, $p < .01$, $r = .27$, meaning that sexual killers had lower empathic concern than sexual aggressors. Furthermore, not only do sexual killers experience more extreme emotional loneliness, but this is also a more widespread problem among the group than for sexual aggressors, $\chi^2(1, N = 85) = 5.89$, $p = .02$, phi = .26. Also, significantly more sexual killers than sexual aggressors hold problematic (i.e., scoring at a level indicative of a treatment need) sexual entitlement beliefs, $\chi^2(1, N = 94) = 5.39$, $p = .02$, phi = .24, although as a group they do not score significantly higher on this measure than sexual aggressors ($Mdn = 9$, $n = 46$; $Mdn = 8$, $n = 48$), $U = 948.5$, $z = −1.18$, $p = .24$, $r = .12$. That is, sexual entitlement beliefs are not more extreme among sexual killers but the presence of these beliefs is found more often among the group than within the sexual aggressor group. Results of all psychometric data analyses are presented in Table 3.

**Discussion**

By drawing comparisons with offenders convicted for rape or attempted rape, receiving a life or indeterminate sentence (sexual aggressors), distinct psychological characteristics of sexual killers were identified. For example, the patterns of offending behavior emerged within a context of greater social disconnection. Consistent with previous research (Grubin, 1994; Milsom et al., 2003; Nicole & Proulx, 2007), emotional loneliness was an important antecedent. Other contributing factors to sexual killing were problematic peer relationships, a lack of warmth toward others, low empathic concern, and sexual entitlement beliefs. Although few differences between sexual killers and sexual aggressors have so far been identified (e.g., Oliver et al., 2007), these findings may be indicative of a psychological profile of sexual killers distinct from sexual aggressors.
The greater prevalence of sexual entitlement among sexual killers may be indicative of specific processes that would be important to understand in forensic case formulation. For example, sexual entitlement beliefs mediate the relationship between a sense of masculinity and sexually abusive attitudes and behaviors (Hill & Fischer, 2001). It might be that masculinity is threatened among men who experience intense loneliness, which could be relevant in the development of sexually entitled thinking. Cognitive distortions and emotional loneliness may be the result of a failure to form emotionally intimate relationships and might represent learned protective strategies in response to rejection, or alternatively, attitudes and schemas may have impaired social functioning and inhibited social interaction. However, to achieve these theoretical and clinical objectives it is first important to clarify whether it is necessary to differentiate between direct and indirect cases of sexual killing, and the findings of this study suggest that is the case.

Distinctions were made in the situational factors of offenses. In this study, sexual killers gained the victim’s trust and manipulated their way into her home, or became violent following an argument, sexual rejection, or sexual inadequacy in the context of...
an initially reciprocal interaction. These factors were atypical for sexual aggressors. Contrary to Chéné and Cusson’s (2007) sexual crime fatality predictors, in the present study, sexual killers typically knew their victim and were unarmed; sexual aggressors were more likely to attack a stranger and to use a knife. It is possible that the targeting of strangers by the sexual aggressors was typical of the unique study subgroup of sexual aggressors, for whom a specific victim was perhaps not a salient factor in their offending. For example, rapists who use sexual violence explosively as an expression of anger (e.g., Beech, Ward, & Fisher, 2006; Gebhard, Gagnon, Pomeroy, & Christensen, 1965; Knight & Prentky, 1990) or opportunistic sexual aggressors for whom antisocial cognitions and behavioral patterns permit impulsive acts of sexual violence in a range of different situational contexts (e.g., Gebhard et al., 1965; Knight & Prentky, 1990).

Given that rape is typically committed against known victims (e.g., Macdowall et al., 2013), cautious interpretation of the present finding is necessary. Revisiting the criteria used to determine whether victims were known or strangers, that is, that neither offender nor victim could have recognized the other 24 hr beforehand (Thornton, 2007), it is clear that the types of relationships possible between a perpetrator and a known victim are varied, and that there is not always a clear distinction between a known and stranger victim. Indeed, definitions of stranger vary across studies and are not always explicit (Carter & Hollin, 2010). Cases involving specific victim selection, where stalking or targeting of an individual has occurred, would be considered as known victim in the present study, even though there may not be any reciprocal relationship between perpetrator and victim. Frequently, the victims of sadistic sexual killers are targeted in an attempt to satisfy deviant sexual fantasies (Beauregard & Proulx, 2002). The data are not presently available to explore this further, but if similar behaviors were occurring in the sexual killers sampled here this may have inflated the rate of known victims within the group. From another perspective, it might be that the prevalence of stranger victims among sexual killers is in fact greater than the prevalence of stranger victims among sexual aggressors not limited to the samples selected for this study. Alternatively, it may be necessary to consider that the targeting of strangers should only be expected for specific subtypes of sexual killers. Further research will be necessary to establish whether amalgamating different types of sexual killers into a single group overinflates the prevalence of stranger victims in this type of crime if, as it has been argued, the typical operationalization of sexual killing is too broad.

In some cases of sexual killing where knives were present, there was no evidence of cutting or stabbing while the victim was alive but the knife appeared to have been used exclusively post-mortem. The offender may have brought the knife to gain compliance, inflicting post-mortem injuries in a heightened angry state, or it may be that mutilation reflects the acting out of elaborate deviant fantasies, commonly reported in research concerning the etiopathogenesis of sexual killing (Maniglio, 2010). Rather than using weapons to kill, most sexual killers strangled their victim. It could be argued that strangulation occurs so frequently because this is an accessible method in a reactive or impulsive situation without the availability of a weapon. Of note though,
more than a quarter of sexual killers who strangled their victims did so even though a weapon was also used in the commission of the offense. This implies a choice to strangle, suggesting a behavioral preference, which is consistent with previous research, indicating that strangulation appears to be characteristic of sexual killing (Carter & Hollin, 2010). This finding is possibly explained by the interpersonal nature of the act, which may be sexually gratifying (Arrigo & Purcell, 2001). Present psychological data appear to support this hypothesis, given the combination of sexual entitlement beliefs and interpersonal difficulties.

In direct contrast to Salfati and Taylor’s (2006) finding that intense violence was associated with sexual killing more than rape, results of this study revealed that evidence of disproportionate violence was actually recorded with greater frequency for sexual aggressors than for sexual killers. This finding invites critical discussion of continuum conceptualizations of sexual offending (Oliver et al., 2007; Proulx et al., 2007; Salfati & Taylor, 2006). Most of the sexual aggressor sample had prior sexual convictions, indicative of an established behavioral pattern, and the presence of factors (weapon, stranger victim) that according to the hypothesized continuum of sexual violence should reduce the likelihood of the victim’s survival. It could be hypothesized that weapon use and possibly stranger victims might be correlated with severity of violence in the offense and prior sexual offense convictions, which attract longer sentences in England and Wales and may therefore be artifacts of the sample selected. However, the purpose of identifying this unique group of sexual aggressors was to select a sample comparable with the sexual killers in terms of the seriousness of their offending as recognized in law, and in doing so the data suggest that factors previously thought to predict a fatal outcome may not be robust. Findings may be unextraordinary, given the aim of the present study to exclude instrumental killing and those cases of grievance driven/angry killing where sexual arousal is not closely associated with violence, to focus on a narrower definition of sexual killing. However, the results reported here emphasize the need to discriminate between cases of direct and indirect links between sexual arousal and killing.

The findings of this study are not without conceptual and methodological limitations. Operationalization of sampling is not consistent with previous research and, unexpectedly, might account for the discrepant findings in relation to the extant literature. Sexual killers who have been convicted but the sexual element of the crime remains undetected were not included, and there are limitations associated with the operationalization of the sexual killing sample. The aim of including only those who had engaged in post-mortem sexual interference was to exclude those who are most likely to poorly represent the sample but this is only a proxy for identifying those sexual killers for whom the act of killing forms an integral sexual element of the offense and further research might determine how reliable a marker this is. As post-mortem sexual interference will not occur in all cases of sexual killing where there was nonetheless a direct link between sex and killing, the current sample may not be as representative of the sample as would be preferred.

The present study reported data from a sample of all sexual killers detained by Her Majesty’s Prison Service who met the inclusion criteria, offending over a 45-year
period from 1960 to 2005, and a sample of sexual aggressors age-matched to the sexual killer sample. Sampling from offenders referred to SOTP will have inevitably created a selection bias because there may be differences between offenders who are convicted and those who have evaded conviction. Indeed, rape is known to be under-reported, and there may be a particular bias toward fewer convictions in intimate partner violence and other instances of rape against a known victim (Macdowall et al., 2013). In addition, this study would have excluded offenders who, at the point of criminal sentencing, would have received a hospital disposal. Personality disorders, particularly the anxious and avoidant types, appear to be characteristic of sexual killers but psychotic disorders are not thought to account for sexual killing (Kerr et al., 2013). Although there is a high prevalence of personality disorders in prison (e.g., Stewart, 2008), few studies on sexual killing have explicitly included mentally disordered perpetrators, and this should be addressed in future research.

Although not measured, it is possible that within the sample there was a high frequency of perpetrators for whom there is a sexual preference for coercive sex, which may be a factor in victim selection. The coding of some items from official records relied upon either offender disclosure or the presence of evidence in proxy of unambiguous information. For example, premeditation was scored if it was known that the offender took a weapon to the crime scene; however, this is clearly not a highly reliable indicator of planning. Premeditation may be underestimated for sexual killers considering the high proportion who did not use a weapon and the tendency to attempt to conceal sexual motives (Folino, 2000).

Psychometric assessments were completed when offenders entered the SOTP, which for prisoners serving long sentences may be after some considerable time in custody. Therefore, in addition to typical problems with self-report, there is a limitation in the extent to which assumptions can be made about the presence of self-reported psychological constructs at the time of the offense(s). This exploratory study provides an indication of the psychological similarities and differences of sexual killers and sexual aggressors at the point at which they enter a treatment program; to that extent, the results have clear practice implications for intervention. Given that some divergence was found in the psychometric profiles of sexual killers and sexual aggressors in this study, future research using a qualitative approach may be beneficial to identify whether there are cognitive distortions or schemas that are unique to sexual killers.

Due to changes in the psychometric measures adopted for use within SOTP over the timescale that offenders were assessed for treatment, it was not possible to include all of the variables that may be relevant to this area of research. In particular, it was not possible to measure the prevalence of sadistic personality disorder or sadistic sexual arousal patterns. Future research might address this issue as the present findings have shown some inconsistency in the sadistic behaviors of sexual killers compared with sexual aggressors, for example, the low frequency of humiliating acts in the sample of sexual killers. Given that humiliating behavior is thematic within sexual sadism research (Healey et al., 2013) and the present sample appeared more consistent with sadistic typologies of sexual killers than angry (Proulx et al., 2007), insofar as that they had all engaged in post-mortem sexual interference, and there was a low rate of
overkill (Kerr et al., 2013), humiliation should then have been more characteristic of the sexual killers. Irrespective of the quality of the data sources, without a witness statement humiliation is likely to be unreliably accounted for, and its occurrence in sexual killing is likely to be underestimated. An alternative hypothesis to explore in future research is that within groups labeled either “sadistic,” or more broadly, “deviant,” there are yet further distinctions to better recognize the different functional roles of the act of killing. Sexual killers engaging in post-mortem sexual interference are likely to represent a subset of these “direct” cases, and whether they experience sexually sadistic interests warrants further research attention.

The conceptualization of sexual killers has important implications in forensic clinical practice. Interventions should not be indiscriminately recommended but should be tailored to take into account the differing treatment needs of different types of offenders (Clarke & Carter, 2000; Hanson et al., 2002; Marshall & Barbaree, 1990). Generally, treatment is provided for sexual killers alongside non-homicide sexual offenders, despite a limited empirical basis for this; typical programs were not designed directly for this client group, and impact studies as well as validation of assessment tools are required (Carter et al., 2008; A. Hill et al., 2012; Tardif, Dassylva, & Nicole, 2007). Evidence-based practice also depends on theoretical advancement, specifically the psychological mechanisms underlying models of offending behavior.

**Conclusion**

Few studies have questioned the validity of categorizing a killing as sexual when only an indirect link between killing and sexual arousal exists. A novel approach toward the identification of the sexual killer was adopted in this study, and data support the idea that there may be some utility in considering a targeted operationalization in sexual killing research. Steps toward identifying crime scene and psychological characteristics for a subgroup of sexual killers where there can be greater confidence of a direct link between killing and sexual arousal were taken. Findings have implications for policy makers assessing the suitability of risk assessments and interventions for those convicted of these extremely serious crimes. Therefore, a less ambiguous definition of sexual killing is necessary, and further research is needed that concentrates on those cases where there was a direct link between sexual arousal and killing.
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